3/20/2017

SURVEY OF AMSAF SCHOLARSHIP WINNERS FOR 2016‐17 YEAR
Entry Date How did you benefit from taking the
Motorcycle Training Course you
received from AMSAF?
3/15/17 my street riding skills have
improved!

How did the AMSAF Scholarship
personally benefit you?

Did the school provide everything
that you expected?

Financially helped by reducing the
cost, allowing all 3 riders in my
family the ability to take the class.

Yes!

3/14/17

How didn't I benefit?! Truly, my
instructor was phenomenal. Not only
did I gain textbook knowledge, but
the practical portions were so step‐
by‐step that my fear was minimized
and it made what seemed a daunting
experience completely manageable.

Yes, and then some.
I had been debating taking the
course because it was a tight fit for
my budget as I don't have much
wiggle room. The scholarship made it
so that it was financially feasible.

3/14/17

The training course was excellent! I
received important basic training on
motorcycle Riding, safety, and
maintenance.

I was able to take the training course
because of the scholarship. I was not
able to afford it by myself. I am very
grateful for the scholarship, And I am
proud to have participated in helping
veterans.

3/14/17

It was a great course. I learned skills I was able to afford to obtain my
license.
even as an experienced rider. I
received my certificate and therefore
my license.
I got the motorcycle license from it.
It helped me get a skills and
knowledge to ride safely on the
street.

3/13/17
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Any final thoughts or impression on
this program and what it has to
offer.
Definitely should keep it open to the
public; more training for everyone is
best!
Truly, could not have had a better
experience.

The school was very professional and
exceptional in its teaching. It was
more than I expected, and I would
recommend it to everyone.

The program was exceptional and I
am looking forward to taking more
advanced lessons through the school
once I obtain a motorcycle.

They provided everything. I was
super happy.

Was very beneficial, thanks

Yes, it had a good standard for
writing and practical portion for
riding motorcycles.

I can ride safely on the street and
feel more safe while riding

SURVEY OF AMSAF SCHOLARSHIP WINNERS FOR 2016‐17 YEAR
Entry Date How did you benefit from taking the
Motorcycle Training Course you
received from AMSAF?
3/13/17 The Beginner Rider Course was
absolutely amazing!! I learned so
much from the many talented and
seasoned rider coaches. The class
prepared me and allowed me to be
95% more comfortable with riding
and being on 2 wheels.

3/13/17

3/12/17

I did not have the funds for the
course and this scholarship allowed
me to pay for the class. The class was
invaluable.
I learned how to ride the ride way
and the safest way

How did the AMSAF Scholarship
personally benefit you?

Did the school provide everything
that you expected?

Learning how to ride has been a
longtime goal of mine however,
time, money and opportunity did not
always coincide at the same time.
Having the discounted fee of the
scholarship program allowed me to
make the time and opportunity
easier.

Absolutely 100%!! The talented rider
coached that taught my particular
class, are extremely patient, kind and
fantastic at what they do for this
program. I did not know exactly what
to expect, but the far exceeded any
thoughts that I had on how amazing
this course/program is.

3/20/2017
Any final thoughts or impression on
this program and what it has to
offer.
You should be extremely proud of
the work that your foundation does
and the many people that benefit
from your generosity, thoughtfulness
and ability to spread the love of
riding on 2 wheels. Integrity and
compassion are rare traits these days
and your foundation seems to have
them both. I am extremely grateful
for your scholarship program and my
very best friend that loves me and
thought of me when she heard of the
open scholarship availability. Thank
you for making my longtime goal a
reality..

It allowed me to take the class. I feel Absolutely. I feel safer and have a
safer having taken the course.
better understanding of safe riding.

It was easy to use and I would not
change a thing. Thank you.

It help me to be able to afford the
class and obtain my license and to
know the laws of riding

The instructors were very personable
and very knowledgeable of the
things they were teaching us and
very hands on and that is so helpful
for a person like me.
Money very well spent
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More then I expected

SURVEY OF AMSAF SCHOLARSHIP WINNERS FOR 2016‐17 YEAR
Entry Date How did you benefit from taking the
Motorcycle Training Course you
received from AMSAF?
3/12/17 The course helped so much with the
basic skills needed to operate a
motorcycle safely. The techniques
learned to handle different situations
we'll all encounter was priceless. The
basic rider course should be a
requirement to receive the
endorsement.
3/12/17

I learnt to use both front and rear
breaks at the same time. Also to
push down on the handlebar in the
direction of turning, it saved me in a
turn on the freeway.

3/12/17

I learned every necessary skill to be
able to apply to riding on my own
w838th my own bike

3/12/17

3/12/17

How did the AMSAF Scholarship
personally benefit you?

Did the school provide everything
that you expected?

I had just purchased my first bike and
all the protective gear to go along
with it. As you are aware quality gear
is pretty pricey. The scholarship
helped to offset some of the cost.

Yes the instructors were great! The
ratio of class time to on bike time
was perfect. The class designed
really well to build a little with each
new skill learned. The pace of the
class was just right.

I have 2 kids and I pay child support, Yes
without the scholarship I couldn't
have taken this course and would
have had to take extra time off work
to spend a day at mid.

I am a single mom who wanted to
learn to ride. #1 because it was on
my bucket list and #2 because
someone in my past had always said
I couldn't do it
I didn't really know how to ride until It saved me a few hundred dollars.
that class. They were really
professional and very
knowledgeable.
Helped myself complete the course
Learned proper management of
affordably
riding a bike in all conditions and
laws
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3/20/2017
Any final thoughts or impression on
this program and what it has to
offer.
I think the basic rider course would
100% benefit any new rider as well
as anyone who hasn't ridden in a
while. I would definitely take a more
advanced class to further my skills

I plan on putting my son's through
the course.

Yes and more. They were very
patient and explained everything
very well and answered any
questions I had

I would Definitely do it again as a
refresher

Yes it did and more.

It helps new riders get started and
more.

YES Ride classes were great

Continue this to allow for more
educated riders

SURVEY OF AMSAF SCHOLARSHIP WINNERS FOR 2016‐17 YEAR
Entry Date How did you benefit from taking the
Motorcycle Training Course you
received from AMSAF?
3/12/17 I got a better visual of how
important motorcycle saftey is I see
that without knowing the proper
skills of riding you will end up in a
bad accident.
3/12/17 It helped me gain basic motorcycle
skills and built my riding confidence. I
appreciated learning things I would
not have intuitively learned like
accelerating through a turn or
counter steering.

3/20/2017

How did the AMSAF Scholarship
personally benefit you?

Did the school provide everything
that you expected?

Any final thoughts or impression on
this program and what it has to
offer.
Yes they over achieved in there class I would just like to say thanks and
Without the help from AMSAF
scholarship I wouldn't have had the I know a lot more then I would ever keep doing what you guys do the
AMSAF schoolarships and the desert
money to take the safe riding course have if I didn't take that class.
wind saftey class are both amazing.
class.
It saved me a good deal of money,
incentivizing me to take the course
and possibly take a second course.

They did, I only had to bring
appropriate clothing and gloves.

I am very appreciative of this
program and think every rider should
take the MSF and the AMSAF
scholarship makes it financially
possible.

The scholarship personally benefited
me because I've always wanted to
ride a motorcycle but honestly
cannot afford to pay the whole
$300_400 to go to the course but I
still wanted to make sure I had
proper training it is a great source

The school definitely provided
everything that expected it was easy
and fun however I wish it was
definitely a little bit more of one on
one

Greg marback instructor he was very
thorough, funny, understanding and
of course provided us with all the
great information that we needed to
be successful in riding a motorcycle

3/12/17

Taught me the basic fundamentals of
a motorcycle and lots of great
information on how to safely ride a
motorcycle great tips and tricks

3/12/17

I learnt the basics of motorcycle
Leant to handle motorcycles
Yes, it fulfilled my expectations and
driving, safety procedures and group efficiently, developed confidence in more
riding techniques
riding and became eligible for license
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Great program and highly
recommended.
Would also be nice to include ‐
pillion riding techniques, heavier
motor bikes

SURVEY OF AMSAF SCHOLARSHIP WINNERS FOR 2016‐17 YEAR
Entry Date How did you benefit from taking the How did the AMSAF Scholarship
Motorcycle Training Course you
personally benefit you?
received from AMSAF?
3/12/17 Yes multiple benefits ranging from
insurance discounts to knowing more
helpful tips to safely navigate the
streets.
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Did the school provide everything
that you expected?
Yes and more was witness to a lady
lay her bike down upwards of five
times.... I thought we were taking
the experienced Riders course. But
instructors were amazing and
safe....... She didn't pass the
endorsement test.

3/20/2017
Any final thoughts or impression on
this program and what it has to
offer.
The program was amazing and in my
opinion a base version should be
taught to the general public taking
there class D license. It would greatly
increase the safety of everyone in
our great state.

SURVEY OF AMSAF SCHOLARSHIP WINNERS FOR 2016‐17 YEAR
Entry Date How did you benefit from taking the
Motorcycle Training Course you
received from AMSAF?
3/12/17 It was a great refresher course for
me. I got my motorcycle
endorsement in 2008 and never rode
since then. This was my opportunity
to relearn the skills after 8 years.
AMSAF coach Greg (do not know his
last name) was good.

How did the AMSAF Scholarship
personally benefit you?

Did the school provide everything
that you expected?

I have been jobless for 9 months and Yes although the timing is short. 2
its on my list to buy a motorcycle as days is not enough to learn all the
soon as possible. It helped me to be skills effectively.
prepared for it ahead of time.
Personally it helped me to snap out
of my jobless drudgery and kicked
some life into me. thank u so much!!
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3/20/2017
Any final thoughts or impression on
this program and what it has to
offer.
The class should be offered over a
period of 4‐5 days in short spans.
Will help students learn, practice and
retain. A fire hose learning style
washes off after a month. So
spreading it across a week with
shorter time spans will be a different
experience. Also it would be great if
you can offer follow up program to
coach people on a rented/ personal
motorcycle. It will help students gain
an extra level of confidence before
they can venture out on the road. I
might have to repeat/take a class
again before I buy a bike and get on
the road anyways. This would be a
great opportunity for AMSAF to
enhance the learning experience and
expand their value proposition too.
(You can write me a check for this
marketing idea.Thank you very
much)

SURVEY OF AMSAF SCHOLARSHIP WINNERS FOR 2016‐17 YEAR
Entry Date How did you benefit from taking the
Motorcycle Training Course you
received from AMSAF?
3/12/17 As a first time rider the skills I
learned were invaluable.

3/20/2017

How did the AMSAF Scholarship
personally benefit you?

Did the school provide everything
that you expected?

Without it I couldnt of afforded to
attend.

The school was extremely helpful
and it provided more than
everything that I expected.

Without it I couldnt of afforded to
attend.

The school was extremely helpful
and it provided more than
everything that I expected.

Program is great for people who
really want to get into motorcycles
but the first step of professional
instruction is not within their budget.
It was a great post I've environment
with like minded people.

Between the classroom and the
hands on driving the bike it was so
much fun n it taught me to be a very
defensive motorcycle driver. I would
recommend the course to anyone
that needs to get a motorcycle
license or a refresher course on basic
laws and life saving techniques.

I'm so happy I took the course our
instructor Steve was amazing n he
knew so much about the motorcycle
curriculum and everything else that
was taught on the Riding course and
made it fun and informative for our
whole class !!!

At first, I felt that I wasn't getting
enough practical learning
experience, but I've since realized
that I was taught important skills
which I've thankfully been able to
apply as I continued to learn on my
own time. In other words, yes.

I would absolutely implore anyone
interested in learning to ride safely
and responsibly to apply for an
AMSAF Scholarship. It was a very
fulfilling experience and I'm grateful
for it.

3/12/17

As a first time rider the skills I
learned were invaluable.

3/12/17

I received a discount on my
The course was taught very well n
informatively and I learned so many motorcycle insurance
defensive maneuvers in real life
situations.

3/12/17

I learned critical, life‐saving skills and
good technique to keep myself safe
while riding. I will be recommending
AMSAF and Team Arizona to all of
my friends.

It saved me money which I used to
invest in safety gear ‐‐ very
important, as I learned from the
course.
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Any final thoughts or impression on
this program and what it has to
offer.
Program is great for people who
really want to get into motorcycles
but the first step of professional
instruction is not within their budget.
It was a great post I've environment
with like minded people.

3/20/2017

SURVEY OF AMSAF SCHOLARSHIP WINNERS FOR 2016‐17 YEAR
Entry Date How did you benefit from taking the
Motorcycle Training Course you
received from AMSAF?
3/12/17 It benefited me by giving me a great
starting point of knowledge to start
riding.
3/12/17 This course has already saved my life
on a few occasions while riding.

How did the AMSAF Scholarship
personally benefit you?

Did the school provide everything
that you expected?

It allowed me to take a great course
during a very restricted funds time in
my life.
It made it really affordable to take
the course that has helped me be a
safe rider.
Taking the course allowed me to get Without the scholarship, I might
have skipped out on taking an MSF
hands on experience on a
course.
motorcycle before trying to teach
myself how to ride.

The school provided everything and
more than I could have ever hoped.

3/12/17

Discount on Motorcycle insurance!
Sharpened my riding skills a plus at
57 yrs.

At my age (57), riding in Phoenix
traffic!

O yah!

3/12/17

It helped me learn the skills and
confidence necessary to ride a
motorcycle safely.

It helped offset the cost of the
tuition which enabled me to afford
it.

3/12/17

Made me comfortable and
competent rider

3/12/17

Really learned how to ride a
motorcycle correctly and safely

Being a military family and a strict
budget it allowed me to get my
license and learn the correct way to
ride
I was able to take the course and not Yes
financially put me behind

3/12/17
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Yes.

Yes, the overall experience was
good.

Any final thoughts or impression on
this program and what it has to
offer.
This is a great program for new riders
and anyone looking into getting a
bike in the near future.
Awesome program, I am very that
this program exists.
I love what you guys are doing, this
scholarship makes taking a class a lot
more affordable. Many people will
be able to benefit from an approved
course that wouldn't otherwise be
able to due to financial restraints.

Think every Motorcycle rider should
experience the after effects of
successful completion of Class and
course.
Yes. They did a fantastic job and the I think it is a fantastic program and
I've told so many peoole about it.
instructors were extremely
knowledgeable and friendly. They
really helped boost everyone's
confidence.
Absolutely
Thank you so much for everything

No, it was an amazing course

SURVEY OF AMSAF SCHOLARSHIP WINNERS FOR 2016‐17 YEAR
Entry Date How did you benefit from taking the
Motorcycle Training Course you
received from AMSAF?
3/12/17 i thought i was a good cycle rider
until i took thiscourse. i learned so
much that i didnt know.

How did the AMSAF Scholarship
personally benefit you?

Did the school provide everything
that you expected?

i am much more alert on the road
while driving

not at all. i figured ir would be
boring, kinda like traffic survival
school. but it was great and i
reccomend it to everyone
Yes it did.

3/12/17

This helped us afford the course to
My wife was able to get her
get the endorsement and trained
motorcycle endorsement to start
riding. This is something she wanted properly on a bike.
for a while but we couldn't afford the
normal cost of the course.

12/6/16

I was able to obtain my motorcycle
endorsement.

Due to the cost of the class I most
likely would have been able to
attend the course.

Yes.

3/20/2017
Any final thoughts or impression on
this program and what it has to
offer.
it is beyond words. this course is for
the beginner to the advanced.

Great program for people to get
riding.

Great instructors! Very helpful and
assisted me with all questions and
took the time to walk me through
the areas I was struggling.

11/20/16 i learned things i would have never yes, it takes less stress on my mom
learned if i didnt take the class being worrying about a $250 payment and
with people like me was a blessing
thas a help for what where going
through
This helped me financially, as I would
11/18/16 Learned proper techniques for
turning and braking. The academics not have been able to afford the
course otherwise.
were very informative. Gained
comfort in riding.

it thought me more than i actually
its an amazing program and i would
expected and Mr Kevin my instructor recommend it to any one struggling
made it fun
financially

11/18/16 now I can go to work on motorcycle save money on gas

yes
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Yes, they were professional and
knowledgeable, patient and
courteous.

Having Motorcycles available for us
to ride was very helpful. The
academic portion gave us
opportunities to work through
scenarios to prepare us for real
life situations.
thank you its the best program

SURVEY OF AMSAF SCHOLARSHIP WINNERS FOR 2016‐17 YEAR
Entry Date How did you benefit from taking the
Motorcycle Training Course you
received from AMSAF?
11/18/16 I always felt that a $300 class to
learn to ride was a bit steep. Then I
went to Team AZ's website and saw
that AMSAF had a scholarship. If it
wasn't for the scholarship I may not
have gone to the MSC.

3/20/2017

How did the AMSAF Scholarship
personally benefit you?

Did the school provide everything
that you expected?

Any final thoughts or impression on
this program and what it has to
offer.
The class was awesome and very fun.
I was able to go to the class and
The class was amazing! Oddly
I now know how to ride motorcycles
wasn't worried about the class being enough I was the only one in the
and learned a ton more than I
overpriced.
class that didn't know how to ride.
Everyone was really nice and helpful. expected.
Everyone including the teachers
were encouraging and gave tips.

11/18/16 Learned valuable safety and
mechanical skills for riding my
motorcycle. I have been riding for
many years and learned things that I
never knew before.

Gave me more confidence that I was
being as safe as possible and helped
empower me to be a more proactive
rider.

It certainly did. I did not really know
what to expect and it was a
classroom setting (like the website
explained) but there was plenty of
time for one on one coaching.

What a valuable experience and one
that I truly gained a lifetime of
knowledge from. I have future plans
to come back and take another
course. Thank you so much for
allowing me to take this course
through the scholarship program.
Without your assistance, I would not
have been able to do so.

11/17/16 I think I have a better understanding
of hazards in traffic, and better
understanding of how to be aware of
potentional problems that develop.
To always have a plan "B".

Cost of course. I traveled 450 miles
round trip, plus had to stay at a
motel, and eat in order to take the
class. nothing was available in the
Page, Az. area.

I would like to think more. I believe it
flat out has made me a better driver.
More aware of all surroundings, and
to look for things developing in front
of me better to avoid hazards.

It was great! The instructor was very
good, and answered all questions
from the class, I made some new
friends in the process.

11/17/16 I was able to achieve a clear vision of
what a successful rider needs to be
aware of and how to avoid and/or
overcome dangerous situations.

Above my highest expectations.
I was able to receive my
endorsement along with my son.
What a fantastic memory for us.
Now we have another bike and a lot
of practicing ahead of us.
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Fantastic value, unbelievable
training. Thank you for offering this
scholarship.

3/20/2017

SURVEY OF AMSAF SCHOLARSHIP WINNERS FOR 2016‐17 YEAR
Entry Date How did you benefit from taking the
Motorcycle Training Course you
received from AMSAF?
11/17/16 I gained the confidence in skills &
learned the safety I needed to
comfortably start my motorcycle
riding experience.
11/16/16 This training was very helpful to
learn about the basics of riding and
what the important things are to
take care while driving in city and
outsides. Overall helped me get to
know more about riding.

How did the AMSAF Scholarship
personally benefit you?

Did the school provide everything
that you expected?

Any final thoughts or impression on
this program and what it has to
offer.
Yes, the school was very helpful &
I've already told a couple people who
I was able to afford the course
are considering taking a course to
without struggling to pay other bills the instructors were extremely
apply for the scholarship. That way
on time. The scholarship made the knowledgeable.
financial constraints are not a
course much more affordable.
deterrent.
Personally, I was very happy to have Yes, it did. It was very nice to meet Awesome!! Definitely take it if you
received this. I could not afford for all these people and have this riding are new to riding or experienced
rider moving to USA from some
300$ plus expenses for riding classes training together with them.
other part of World.
and this helped me out ﬁnancially.
I would like to thank for them for
their prompt reply and calls to
answer my queries.

11/16/16 Was able re‐learn how to ride safely I could afford (with the scholarship) Yes. Though the instructor could
after 30+ years off a bike.
to go to school with my son and later have been more dynamic.
take a road trip with him, helping
him decompress from extended
overseas deployment.
11/16/16 ultimately I feel safe on a motorcycle
now
I never rode one until the class so I
learned a lot

it was great because it made it
affordable for me. I truly feel if the
class was cheaper everyone who
rides would take it
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yet it did thanks again

None. Thank you.

great program but I don't think
enough people know about it

SURVEY OF AMSAF SCHOLARSHIP WINNERS FOR 2016‐17 YEAR
Entry Date How did you benefit from taking the
Motorcycle Training Course you
received from AMSAF?
11/16/16 I was able to learn about
motorcycles and how they operate,
going in thinking they are like regular
bikes and they are not because they
have multiple gadgets, hey have a lot
involved than just pedals. It taught
the rules of the road and to be safe.

How did the AMSAF Scholarship
personally benefit you?

Did the school provide everything
that you expected?

IT saved me in my fiancés and it
allowed me to become more
confident and free spirited.

It did, everything and more then I
thought I needed it.

3/20/2017
Any final thoughts or impression on
this program and what it has to
offer.
It was really easy in class and the
both instructors are compassionate
in the process of our success.

I was able to save a tremendous
Yes. It guided me to better
This program is very helpfully for
11/16/16 Was able to get a great
amount of money and assured me in understanding and closing the fear of beginner motorcyclist and new
understanding of how to ride a
being ran over.
comers.
motorcycle and the safety concerns. taking the course.
The course showed me what areas I
need to work on and how to improve
those sections
11/16/16 I learned to properly ride a bike

Made the class affordable

Yes

wonderful program to help everyone
in motorcycle riding and safety

11/16/16 I feel like I'm a safer rider now. Didnt
have any experiende going into the
training, I learned a lot about
everything.
11/15/16 It is incredibly helpful to go through
the course on the same bike I ride on
the street and benefit from expert
coach/instruction. The more
advanced techniques not in the basic
course improve my odds of avoiding
accidents and injuries.

I feel safer and more confidant

Yes

I feel it should be a requirement

Without the scholarship it is unlikely Yes. Team Arizona is a model of
I would have continued my training. professionalism and effective
teaching.
My safety as well as the safety of
others I come across on the road is
more likely to be assured after this
training.
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Only that the riders that don't take
advantage of follow up training are
unlikely to know what they are
missing. Scholarships get more
people in these courses who will
then tell other riders how valuable it
can be.

SURVEY OF AMSAF SCHOLARSHIP WINNERS FOR 2016‐17 YEAR
Entry Date How did you benefit from taking the
Motorcycle Training Course you
received from AMSAF?
11/15/16 The course gave me the confidence
to ride a motor cycle.

How did the AMSAF Scholarship
personally benefit you?

Did the school provide everything
that you expected?

11/15/16 Inland Valley taught me how to ride
a motorcycle the correct way. I
learned how to control my
motorcycle better especially in turns
and slow speeds. My instructor was
very patient and made sure
everyone in the class understood
what to do.

The scholarship allowed me to take
the class at a very discounted price. I
could not of afforded it without their
help.

Yes the school did provide all
expected and then some. Instructors
made sure everyone understood
what he was teaching us to do and
helped us accomplish what we
needed to get our endorsement.

11/15/16 I was able to achieve a clear vision of
what a successful rider needs to be
aware of and how to avoid and/or
overcome dangerous situations.

Above my highest expectations.
I was able to receive my
endorsement along with my son.
What a fantastic memory for us.
Now we have another bike and a lot
of practicing ahead of us.

11/15/16 I was able to reacclomate to riding.

3/20/2017

Any final thoughts or impression on
this program and what it has to
offer.
The scholarship allowed me to afford Yes the school provided everything I I was very impressed and satisfied
the course.
expected.
with the course. I gained enough
confidence from the course to
purchase my first motor cycle. I will
be taking advance courses as soon as
I can.
I could not fit regular priced training Yes absolutely!
It was great but very physically taxing
into my budget but the scholarship
due to the size of the class... too
allowed me to take the class.
many people which made it harder
to facilitate the class.
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I have given the scholarship info to
about 7 people and told them they
need to take this course. I learned so
much from it and enjoyed going. I am
hoping to attend the second class to
learn more and gain more
confidence in myself while ridding
my motorcycle in traffic.
Fantastic value, unbelievable
training. Thank you for offering this
scholarship.

SURVEY OF AMSAF SCHOLARSHIP WINNERS FOR 2016‐17 YEAR
Entry Date How did you benefit from taking the
Motorcycle Training Course you
received from AMSAF?
11/15/16 At 74 I have never ridden a
motorcycle before so the only way I
would ever ride is to go through a
safety course (as you get older you
really do get a little smarter). I knew
that it would be geared for people
with no experience, so it was
perfect.

How did the AMSAF Scholarship
personally benefit you?

3/20/2017

Did the school provide everything
that you expected?

Any final thoughts or impression on
this program and what it has to
offer.
I think that the state should put
The school couldn't have been
Being retired an on a fixed income
more money into this program and
better. I had a very patient and
the scholarship made the class
possible. I was surprised that more qualified coach, who took the time make it required before getting your
licence (at least the safety portion).
to make sure everyone GOT IT.
people didn't take advantage of it.
before moving on to the next phase You can always learn the
Getting into a new sport can be
fundamentals of riding, but safety
of the training. The safety portion
expensive (helmet, gloves, boots
etc), so having the scholarship really was presented in a way that made it aspects are o en forgo en
easy to understand, and the
helped.
ramifications if you did it wrong. It Thanks again for the opportunity to
learn to ride SAFELY
has even made me more aware of
whats around me when driving my
car..

11/15/16 Helped understand the importance AMSAF Scholarship was great to
of practicing and a refresher of what receive and encourage me to drive
I was taught.
safe.

Yes the school was helpful and
patient.

11/15/16 Learned to safely operate a
motorcycle. Learn a new enjoyable
method of driving.
11/15/16 Agility improved, especially at
slower speed. Good ridership basics
and habits. Emphasis on always
wearing full safety gear. Passed m/c
driving test for AZ license. Gave me
more confidence on my much
heavier cruiser.

Yes

Reduced my expense and allowed
me to take the course sooner.

Absolutely, and more.
Allowed me to take the basic
ridership course. See above benefits.
Helped me lessen impact of recent
crash with lifted pickup truck. May
have saved my life.
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I appreciate AMSAF for their hard
work and supporting the community
by promoting motorcycle safety.

I really appreciated the use of the
lighter practice motorcycle.
Instructors were top‐notch,
thoroughly knowledgeable and
professional.

SURVEY OF AMSAF SCHOLARSHIP WINNERS FOR 2016‐17 YEAR
Entry Date How did you benefit from taking the
Motorcycle Training Course you
received from AMSAF?
11/15/16 I learned how to ride a motorcycle. I
had no clue before the class. I also
became more confident and learned
a lot of things that I could have
learned the hard way.
11/15/16 I received my license to legally drive
a motorcycle and learned how to
safely ride by being more cautious
and aware
11/15/16 I received my license to legally drive
a motorcycle and learned how to
safely ride by being more cautious
and aware
11/15/16 The biggest win was learning and
applying what I did through the
course! I felt much more
comfortable and confident riding
after this course. The AMSAF
scholarship is what mad this
possible, though, which I am very
grateful for.
11/15/16 The course allowed me to learn the
academic basics of riding a
motorcycle on the open road and
basic motorcycle handling skills. I
learned a great deal from the
Instructor Kevin and felt much more
comfortable on a motorcycle after
the course.

How did the AMSAF Scholarship
personally benefit you?

Did the school provide everything
that you expected?

I was able to afford the class. I
couldn't have taken the cours
without the scholarship.

More than I expected.

3/20/2017
Any final thoughts or impression on
this program and what it has to
offer.
Program was great and very needed.

I lost my job right after signing up so The school was more than i expected I liked the class and instructors I'm
it helped keep my bills paid by saving
recommending the class to others
me money
I lost my job right after signing up so The school was more than i expected I liked the class and instructors I'm
it helped keep my bills paid by saving
recommending the class to others
me money
I think it's great and I hope they are
able to continue to offer this
opportunity as I believe it stands to
benefit everyone on the road.

Without the scholarship, I would not
have been able to take this training
and be more confident and
comfortable on the road for the
safety of myself and other motorist.

I would've liked more advanced
techniques and knowledge, but it
was perfect for the level of the
course it was, though.

It allowed me to take the course
without worrying about the cost.

The IVMST course was well designed, I am very greatful to have taken the
course and look forward to taking
and professionally taught. It
the Advanced training.
definitely met and exceeded my
expectations.
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SURVEY OF AMSAF SCHOLARSHIP WINNERS FOR 2016‐17 YEAR
Entry Date How did you benefit from taking the
Motorcycle Training Course you
received from AMSAF?
11/15/16 I learned skills that will help me
reduce risk to myself and others as I
continue my journey on two wheels.

How did the AMSAF Scholarship
personally benefit you?

Did the school provide everything
that you expected?

The scholarship made it more likely
that I would attend the class by
reducing my personal expense.

Yes

3/20/2017
Any final thoughts or impression on
this program and what it has to
offer.
I will concisider taking another class
as my skills develop.

Yes it did and more.
11/15/16 I learned the proper way to ride. My I didn't have all the money to take
husband had taught me certain ways the course and really wanted to so it
which ended up being incorrect. Also helped me alot.
I learned safety.

The program is wonderful. While
sometimes I felt they were a little
hard on me I realized at the end that
it only made me better. My husband
and I both took it and benefited.

11/15/16 Was able to overcome some bad
habits that I developed over the
years.
11/15/16 The course had a lot of great
information that will help keep me
safe for years to come.

Made me a more confident rider.

Yes, the instructors were hands on
and coached you through out the
day.
Yes.

Since taking the class I've
recommended it to everyone I know
that rides.
It is a rewarding experience albeit it
does require a tremendous amount
of mental and physical stamina.

11/15/16 I was able to get my motorcycle
license.

The course really helped me get
comfortable with being on a
motorcycle and also taught me the
fundamentals of riding one.

It did and more so. I really enjoyed
the course and it was very beneficial
to me taking the next steps in getting
a license and owning a motorcycle.

11/15/16 I was able to get my motorcyclist
license, and learn about how to
safely operate a motorcycle.

It was an amazing cost savings.

Yes

Excellent program and I think
everyone who rides should be
required to take one. I am
interested in taking the advance
courses in the future.
It is a very good program that I
would recommend to everyone
interested in getting their license.

11/15/16 Good riding habits.

Saved me $200.

Yes

I was able to take the basic rider
course and earn my endorsement.
The money I saved from having been
awarded the scholarship was used
toward safety gear.
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Offer an advanced rider scholarship
too.

3/20/2017

SURVEY OF AMSAF SCHOLARSHIP WINNERS FOR 2016‐17 YEAR
Entry Date How did you benefit from taking the
Motorcycle Training Course you
received from AMSAF?
11/15/16 Fine tuned a few skills that needed
polishing.

How did the AMSAF Scholarship
personally benefit you?

Did the school provide everything
that you expected?

The money savings and that was
probably enough to get me off my
ass and to take the class.

Absolutly

Any final thoughts or impression on
this program and what it has to
offer.
I had no issued with it but two of my
friends kinda stumbled thru it. I had
to walk them thru. 1. Hear about the
scholarship, then try to determine
which class/school then apply then
wait for the scholarship number so
when you registered it didn't charge
you.

11/15/16 Getting back to basics. Always a good The price is great.
thing after having done something
Meeting new likeminded people was
for a very long time.
good.
Being able to help absolute
beginners was sa sfying.
The experience must be better than
that at the DMV!
I was able to finally accomplish a goal
11/15/16 I was able to learn to ride in a
comfortable environment with other of mine that I was not able to
beginners and was not intimidated accomplish before due to the cost of
the class being so high.
because we were all at the same
level.

Yes, and more; supplying bikes was a Our instructor is knowledgeable to
pleasant surprise. Thx!
get the message over clearly and
accurately yet informal enough to
reduce stress amongst beginners.

11/15/16 I was tought the basics for safe
riding.

Yes

It allowed me to be able to afford
the training class.
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I think it is a great program and I am
Yes, however I was a bit
disappointed when our first day out glad I went through the course.
on the course ended early due to us
finishing the exercises so quickly. I
expected class to end at 3 p.m. and
we ended somewhere around 1:15
pm. I would have liked that extra
time to practice some of the skills we
had learned earlier in the day. I
would have felt more confident for
the second day of training.
I think it was great!!!!!!!!!!!

3/20/2017

SURVEY OF AMSAF SCHOLARSHIP WINNERS FOR 2016‐17 YEAR
Entry Date How did you benefit from taking the
Motorcycle Training Course you
received from AMSAF?
11/15/16 I received the training needed to
safely operate a motorcycle safely
with confidence and received my M
endorcement on my license.

11/15/16 i gained a better understanding of
how to safely maneuver the road
both with a motorcycle and, by
extension, with a car.
11/15/16 Learned a lot and went from not
knowing how to ride to knowing how
to ride.

How did the AMSAF Scholarship
personally benefit you?

Did the school provide everything
that you expected?

My husband and I were able to take Yes
the course together, which was not
only good for us personally, but it
saved us money so we're could get
gear sooner than later.

Any final thoughts or impression on
this program and what it has to
offer.
I have recommended it to many
people, anyone that has said they
want to get their endorcement.

it made getting one step closer to
being able to ride regularly a big
possibility.

it provided everything i expected and i really can't think of any criticism
more.

I would not have been able to take
the class at full price so it gave me
the opportunity to take this course.

Yes

10/12/16 It helped me to learn new skills and I payed for my three sons and
daughter in law. It saved me a lot of
improve on what I knew. It also
taught my sons to be safe when they money, thank you.
decide to ride.
10/12/16 Was able to get proper training as
new driver and obtain endorsement.
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This is a great program

Yes it did and once I'm ready for the Everything meet my expectations.
next advanced class I'll register for it. Instructors were great in class and
out on the field.
Yes but wish offered dirt bike
training

Please offer dirt bike training

SURVEY OF AMSAF SCHOLARSHIP WINNERS FOR 2016‐17 YEAR
Entry Date How did you benefit from taking the
Motorcycle Training Course you
received from AMSAF?
10/10/16 The motorcycle training course gave
me confidence and also let me
practice the skills necessary to
remain safe on a motorcycle, in all
traffic situations and weather
situations. I will be ready to take the
next level of classes soon.

How did the AMSAF Scholarship
personally benefit you?

Any final thoughts or impression on
this program and what it has to
offer.
I have always encouraged
It would have been harder for me to The instructors were very
motorcycle riders to have formal
find the cash to pay for the course. knowledgeable and patient.
Especially patient. Also the students education. It helps prevent (and
The reduction to $100 made it
were respectful of the ability levels sometimes cures) bad habits. I had
doable.
my youngest son in 2007 take this
It also gives me the feeling that the of the other students. It was a
course, and my grandson in 2015
perfect storm ‐ instructors and
State of Arizona wants motorcycle
take this course BEFORE they bought
students‐ high caliber of each.
riders to be educated and safe on
their own motorcycles. The fact you
the highways.
can go into the MVD and not have to
take the written or road test is a real
plus. :‐)
I accidently found out about the
scholarship on the Internet and I tell
everyone about it, especially friends
with kids that want to ride. It gives
the kids 'confidence' and the parents
'peace of mind'. Also, it would be
good to tell the students who don't
already have an AZ driver's license,
that they must take a 'rules of the
road' type written test at the MVD.
They really have to get the book and
study, or they will fail the test. We
had a couple of college students in
our class and they didn't know that.
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Did the school provide everything
that you expected?

3/20/2017

3/20/2017

SURVEY OF AMSAF SCHOLARSHIP WINNERS FOR 2016‐17 YEAR
Entry Date How did you benefit from taking the
Motorcycle Training Course you
received from AMSAF?
10/10/16 Had been riding two wheelers off
and on for years, this was a new
experience for me and really enjoyed
the instruction and the things I took
from the class to use whilecriding
10/9/16
10/8/16

10/8/16

10/8/16

I learned how to have fun while
being safe on a motorcycle
1. Learned about various training for
safe riding as well as defensive
riding.
I received a good systematic
grounding in how to safely ride a
motorcycle. This will help me enjoy
riding much more!

How did the AMSAF Scholarship
personally benefit you?

Did the school provide everything
that you expected?

Was cheaper of cousre, but I learned, Yes and more, I expected a scripted
things that are different from riding a by the numbers class, however,
two wheeler.
thevinstructor stayed with the
curriculam, one would not know it.

I was able to save money and still get
valuable info.
First, receiving better insurance rate.
Second, able to join the American
Legion Riders group.
I was able to afford the course and
will now be a safer, more‐informed
rider. Had I not been awarded the
scholarship I almost certainly would
not have taken the course.

Everything and more

keep it up

Yes, both good classroom and track
training.

Class and track training are both very
comprehensive. Testing procedure is
fair.
The value of this class cannot be
underestimated. I will now be a safer
driver and this will help make me
and others safer on the road.

Yes

Everything and more.
I got my license without doing it with They made the price more
affordable. Without the scholarship,
the MVD and even though I've
I may not have had done the class.
ridden for 15 years I still learned
something new and learned to make
my bike do things I didn't know it
could.
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Any final thoughts or impression on
this program and what it has to
offer.
Keep up the great. Instructors took
time for individual attention where
needed. They were well training and
provided excellent information.

It's a great program and because of
it, more riders are taking the course
and honing their skills. It also helps
prevent more accidents from even
happening by learning accident
avoidance and impressive ways to
handle the bike.

SURVEY OF AMSAF SCHOLARSHIP WINNERS FOR 2016‐17 YEAR
Entry Date How did you benefit from taking the
Motorcycle Training Course you
received from AMSAF?
10/8/16 I got my license without doing it with
the MVD and even though I've
ridden for 15 years I still learned
something new and learned to make
my bike do things I didn't know it
could.

10/8/16

10/7/16

10/7/16

How did the AMSAF Scholarship
personally benefit you?

They made the price more
Everything and more.
affordable. Without the scholarship,
I may not have had done the class.

The scholarship allowed me to
experience riding and quality
instruction with a minimal
investment. I would highly
recommend the class to anyone
wanting to experience motorcycle
riding.
The scholarship allowed me to take
I rode with confidence and
the course comfortably within my
knowledge.
Road and safety knowledge provided budget.
In class
Is really priceless.

The instruction was very
comprehensive which helped even
the most inexperienced riders but
was also very helpful for those who
are experienced yet want to learn
the proper technique.

I was able to take this training with
my son. This in itself was an
awesome experience. He at 36 and
me at 61 are new to riding and our
instructor was truly awesome. The
class was small so it allowed us time
to practice our skills.

Did the school provide everything
that you expected?

Personally I feel confident to go out
and continue to improve my skills.
Im still nervous when I go out but I
feel so much better learning to ride
the correct way. This has been a
personal goal for me to ride.
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3/20/2017
Any final thoughts or impression on
this program and what it has to
offer.
It's a great program and because of
it, more riders are taking the course
and honing their skills. It also helps
prevent more accidents from even
happening by learning accident
avoidance and impressive ways to
handle the bike.

The class is a tremendous benefit to
Yes, the instructors were very
patient and engaging. They made the all who take it. I will definitely
class feel comfortable and confident consider more classes in the future.
allowing us all to learn more quickly.

The school provided me with
everything an much more than I
expected.

I believe that this program is
especially important for new riders,
and essential. What I've heard from
knowledgeable and experienced
riders is that they also felt they
gained much knowledge by also
taking this course.

It provided everything and more
than I expected.

Thank you so much. I know my son
would and I would still be struggling
to complete our testing and become
licensed!

3/20/2017

SURVEY OF AMSAF SCHOLARSHIP WINNERS FOR 2016‐17 YEAR
Entry Date How did you benefit from taking the How did the AMSAF Scholarship
Motorcycle Training Course you
personally benefit you?
received from AMSAF?
10/7/16 Wow I feel so much safer!!! I would Yes
recommend to everyone.

Did the school provide everything
that you expected?

Any final thoughts or impression on
this program and what it has to
offer.
Yes very informative!!!
I think everyone should take the
course just going to the DMV would
have never taught me what I
learned in this class and the
instructor was awesome.
Yes! I was very pleased!!!! And highly I think this program is amazing! The
recommend to my friends.
program helped me stay safe on the
street riding and made the class
affordable for me!

10/7/16

It was an awesome class and really
prepared me for riding! I learned so
many things that I would not have if I
hadn't taken the class. It made
gettting my endorsement easy since
the training and test were done
during the same day/s.

I was able to save $200 on the class
which really helped. It gave me the
opportunity to purchase my riding
gear with the money I saved.

10/7/16

It was very good at helping those
who had never even been on a
motorcycle before. So being able to
go from a complete beginner to
passing the class was great.

It helped me to finally get my
motorcycle licence which I've
wanted to for awhile now.

10/7/16

Yes and then some. I was very happy
I learned how to (safely) ride a
Personally I overcame my fear of
motorcycle! Leaning to ride has been riding. I was very nervous and I am with the training facilities and the
a long time goal!
still as a new rider. The quality of the bikes available to ride.
training helped a great deal.

10/7/16

I learned how to operate a
motorcycle. I had never ridden
before.

Yes it did

Yes and more. They gave me more
As a fulltime student, finances are
tight and I would not have been able confidence through their
encouraging style of teaching!
to afford the course until next
summer if I hadn't received the
scholarship!
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An awesome program!

Quite frankly I could not be more
grateful to have received this
scholarship. Achieving one of my last
life goals means the world to me.
Thank you!
The course provided the basics, and
the instructors I stilled a love of
riding. It was extraordinarily
beneficial for any rider!

SURVEY OF AMSAF SCHOLARSHIP WINNERS FOR 2016‐17 YEAR
Entry Date How did you benefit from taking the
Motorcycle Training Course you
received from AMSAF?
10/7/16 Learned a lot about basic safety and
how to ride properly

How did the AMSAF Scholarship
personally benefit you?

3/20/2017

I just switched jobs and didn't have
enough money to pay for the class

Any final thoughts or impression on
this program and what it has to
offer.
Yes and then some. Instructors truly I recommended it to many of my
cared about riders.
friends
Yes

10/7/16

Proper professional training is
important for safe performance

Made it affordable

10/7/16

I am having to take the class again
that said it made me realize what I
needed to work on. I have and will
be in the class next week and
without a doubt will be passing the
class.

I would not have been able to take
the class until probably this time
next year if it were not for the
scholarship.
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Did the school provide everything
that you expected?

Excellent program. Hope it
con nues.
Perhaps provide scholarships for
advanced training too.
Yes i was the one that selected a bik It was the greatest decision i have
to small for me
made to learn a new skill i have
always wanted to build.

